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Collegio Nuovo’s cultural program complements
the teaching activities carried out at the
University of Pavia and is also open to non-

college members and students. Collegio Nuovo
organizes many courses accredited by the University
of Pavia, including Digital and Multimedia
Communications, Scientific Journalism, Journalistic
Methods and Techniques, Semiotics of the Arts,
Chinese Law, Interior design and short specialized
courses in Medicine (Ethics of Medical
Communication, Paediatrics, Child Neuropsychiatry
and Neuroscience). These courses are held by
teachers from the University and Research Hospitals
in Pavia and other Italian and foreign institutions.
Practising experts in their fields, some from abroad,
are also part of the Collegio Nuovo Faculty.
Furthermore, the College holds conferences with
leading figures from the worlds of culture, arts, science,
research, politics, business and industry.
These events mainly feature influential women.
In recent years Collegio has hosted speakers such as
the Nobel Laureates for Medicine Rita Levi-Montalcini
and Joshua Lederberg; Francesco Cossiga, President
Emeritus of Italy; Romano Prodi, tenth President of the
EU; Barbara Pollastrini, one of the first Ministers for
Equal Opportunities; scientists Dennis W. Sciama,
Tullio Regge, Edoardo Boncinelli and Margherita
Hack; architects Gae Aulenti and Mario Botta; writers
David Grossman, Dacia Maraini, Antonio Tabucchi,
Simonetta Agnello Hornby, Claudio Magris, Niccolò
Ammaniti and Valerio M. Manfredi; musicians
Ludovico Einaudi and Ambrogio Maestri and film
directors Gabriele Salvatores, Liliana Cavani and
Cristina Comencini.
Collegio Nuovo regularly publishes volumes
regarding its most important cultural activities,
among them the series of books “Incontri al Collegio
Nuovo” and the College review “Nuovità”.
“Collegio Nuovo Goes International” (2008) celebrates
the College’s cosmopolitan outlook.
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� Cultural activities



� Student life

Collegio Nuovo provides comfortable living and study conditions in a modern
environment with a warm and friendly atmosphere. The College is set in a
spacious green area in the heart of a residential district near all the

University's Scientific, Medical and Technological departments. The historical centre
of town, where the Humanities departments are located, is easily and quickly
reached by public transport or bicycle.
Collegio Nuovo hosts 115 Italian and foreign young women who have excelled in
the selection procedure – a national public examination which evaluates ability,
knowledge, dedication and social skills. Their position is dependent upon the
student maintaining a 27/30 average mark and completing all the yearly
examinations required by their curriculum. Two student representatives are elected
each year by the student body.
The College promotes a unique cultural program, which complements the teaching
activities carried out at the University of Pavia. In addition to study guidance and
tutoring, internal courses in foreign languages are regularly organized and
training experiences and internships supported.
Sports are another important aspect of Collegio Nuovo. Students are offered
opportunities to benefit from the excellent facilities of the College and the nearby
University Sport Center (CUS). Intercollegiate championships are organized in
different disciplines, such as basketball, volleyball, soccer, rugby and dragonboat.
A separate residential block for postgraduate students, built in 2000, houses 50
male and female students enrolled in Doctorates, Masters Programs or University
Schools of Specialization.

� Services

Students live in single rooms with en-suite bathrooms. Each room is equipped
with a telephone and free Internet access. Students are also provided with a
complete seven-day dining service, kitchenettes on each floor, weekly room

cleaning and laundry facilities. The apartments in the graduate residence have self-
catering facilities. Emergency medical assistance is supplied.
Resources for study and leisure activities:
- Multimedia lecture theatre and four fully-equipped lecture rooms
- Library (8,600 books, 300 Alumnae’s theses and 40 periodicals; 900 films)
- Three computer rooms
- Newspaper reading room, living rooms and three TV lounges
- Large indoor gymnasium, an outdoor tennis court, sports fields and spacious
gardens with wireless internet connection.

� Partnership

Collegio Nuovo provides the students with
grants in order to facilitate study periods
abroad. In the thirty years since the College’s

inception about 65% of the Alumnae have benefited
from these unique opportunities, allowing them to
experience over 100 prestigious international
institutions both at undergraduate and postgraduate
level. Additionally, from 1978 to 2008, more than
25% of the College members have been international
students visiting for at least a semester.
Exchange programs have been established with the
Universities of Mainz (1981) and Heidelberg (1992)
in Germany; with Murray Edwards College in
Cambridge, UK (1997) and with Barnard College –
Columbia University in New York (2008). Collegio
Nuovo is also affiliated with Women’s Education
Worldwide (WEW), an alliance of higher education
institutions committed to the empowerment of women
around the globe. Thanks to this network, the College
forged links in particular with Mount Holyoke and
Smith College (USA), Dubai Women's College and
the Women's College, University of Sydney, all of
whom host events also dedicated to WEW students.
Collegio Nuovo has a close link with the University of
Pavia, which is the core of the “Pavia System”,
characterized by the presence, for centuries, of merit-
based colleges and student residences.
Collegio Nuovo is a founding member of the Institute
for Advanced Studies of Pavia (IUSS), which offers
undergraduate and postgraduate (MA and PhD) level
programs. Approximately 60% of Collegio Nuovo
students are also enrolled in the IUSS.
Collegio Nuovo is a member of the Italian Conference
of Colleges (CCU), which is a founding partner of the
European University Colleges Association (EUCA).
Thanks to its remarkable cultural activity, Collegio
Nuovo is also an institutional partner of the
association “Pavia – Città Internazionale dei Saperi”,
which promotes an annual festival of cultural events
together with the City of Pavia.

Collegio Nuovo was established in 1978 thanks
to the generosity of Sandra Bruni Mattei, a
far-sighted industrial entrepreneur aware of

the increasing prominence of women in the
community. She wished to promote the social and
cultural development of talented and motivated
women enrolled at the University of Pavia – one of
the oldest in Europe, the highly prestigious academic
environment in which also Alessandro Volta and
Camillo Golgi taught.
As a Founder, Sandra Bruni Mattei laid the basis for the
development of a rich and stimulating international
milieu in which dedication, diversity, creativity and
cross-disciplinary expertise allow the students to
develop all-round skills and aim for excellence.
Collegio Nuovo focuses on the whole person, drawing
out each student’s talent and offering interdisciplinary
cultural activities, study guidance and tutoring services.
It constantly reaffirms the importance of developing its
students into independent critical thinkers who take on
their responsibilities within society.
Collegio Nuovo further promotes the advancement of
all its students by guaranteeing study grants and
exchanges with numerous first-rate partner
institutions around the globe. Additionally, it reserves
each year a number of places exempt from fee
charges and at subsidized rates based on merit and
financial need.
Collegio Nuovo is recognised by the Italian Ministry of
Education, University and Research (MIUR) as a Center
of Educational Excellence, together with only 14 Italian
University Institutions that make up the permanent
Conference of Colleges (CCU). Further, it is an
institutional partner of the Institute for Advanced Study
of Pavia (IUSS) and the first Italian institution invited to
join the Women’s Education Worldwide network.
Closely involved with college life, the Alumnae
Association promotes grants and educational
opportunities that connect notable Alumnae with
current students.

� A unique College: history and mission


